high art and availability, typical of entertainment genres found by the composer and librettist, gave the provincial audience a feeling of belonging to art, at that theater became a symbol of the "civilized" provincial life.
, as well as about the "absence of a single, universal sample, a kind of a unified model of musical culture of a provincial town" if there are "general tendencies, that change specifically depending on territorial characteristics" (Yudina, 2013: 30) (the most possible complete overview of the provincial opera life in particular)" is significant (Romanova, Levashev, 2004: 183-184) was especially loved by the audience, which, of course, was taken into account when composing mosaic operettas.
The problem of musical material borrowing in mosaic operettas was not anything but simple.
In the published piano score with selected parts (romances, songs and choruses), included into the mosaic, the original name, the composer, both The analysis of this kind of compositions is appropriate from two viewpoints.
Firstly, in a musical and sociological aspect, operetta, along with musical, vaudeville and comic opera belongs to the genres, which existence "was mostly dependent on the audience tastes and the role of administrative control was minimized" (Kudinova, 1982 253) . It should be noted that there was not only the influence of the potential audience tastes on the process of compositions creation and choice of repertoire, but also the adverse effect -influence of the performed compositions on a theater spectator.
In this context "the concept of artistic life of the city that makes a powerful formative influence on personality is important" (Gun, 2010: 48) .
According to G.E. Gun "artistic life of the city 
